
Philip Rose



Are you Making (enough) 
Time for Growth? 



The Plan 
today

• Why
• Who – you; me

• What – three tools for you to use
• Context
• Vision
• Time

• How



WHY?

• To Inspire…
• … Business Owners and Leaders to create 

the life they truly deserve
• … people to step up to leadership and 

realise they have choice about how to 
manage their time

• … People to take action…



Phil Rose: Who

Engineer

Project
Manager

Account
Manager

Consultant

Coach

Business Leader

Employee

Shareholder

Business Owner



What: Phil Rose

• “Executive” (121 and team) Coaching
• Scaling Up / Business Growth Coaching
• Leadership Training & Development
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WHO: Our clients…

Executive Coaching
Change Management

Leadership Development

Coaching
Scaling Up Business Growth
Leadership Development

Westway CT
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6 Cs
& 

2 Ps



Coaching -- AND -- Consulting

Culture -- AND -- Commercial

Context -- AND -- Content

Purpose -- AND -- Prosperity



GROWTH



What does growth 
mean to you? 



Spend a moment to get 
clear on the concept of 

Growth in your 
business…



What is growth? Some thoughts…

• Growth for your business…
• Revenue growth
• Profit growth
• Valuation growth
• Capacity growth
• Market share

• Growth in the economy
• Personal growth
• …?



How can you and 
your team agree on 

what Growth Means?



The Context for today is …

Business Growth
…in today’s climate



Your Vision



Your Strategy… last month



Today

Next 
Vision

Year 1 
Objectives

Year 3 
Objectives

Year 4 
Objectives

… Year n 
Objectives

Year 2 
Objectives

Strategy 
Phase 1

•
•
•

Strategy 
Phase 3

•
•
•Strategy 

Phase 2
•
•
•

Your BHAG



Your Strategy… now…
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Today

One Day 
Vision

Next 
Vision

Year 1 
Objectives

Year 3 
Objectives

Year 4 
Objectives

… Year n 
Objectives

Year 2 
Objectives

Strategy 
Phase 1

•
•
•

Strategy 
Phase 3

•
•
•Strategy 

Phase 2
•
•
•

Cancelled…



Questions to ask yourself - future

• What do you really want to do?
• Paint a picture/describe the future you are looking to create
• Talk about your vision … not how you’ll do it
• What specific outcomes are you looking to achieve?

• Commercial
• Cultural

• What would achieving your vision mean for you personally?
• How will you know when you’re there?
• What do you not want?



Questions to ask yourself - today

• On a score of 1 to 10, where are you now relative to your 
vision?

• What have you achieved so far?
• What are you most proud of?
• How do you feel about where you are (positive & 

negative)
• Is that OK with you?



3 Tools

•Context
•RISE / C
•Your Capacity



TOOL #1



Context is Key

• Getting on the same page…

RED



My Context 
is…



Context is Key

Examples of Fruits



Context is Key

• Getting on the same page…



Context is Key

• Getting on the same page…

My context is 
energy



When you set 
yourself a goal, 
and take 
massive action to 
achieve it, at 
SOURCE… you 
will succeed



Making time for 
growth…

It’s all very well having a 
compelling Purpose, and 

a clear Vision but to 
create a Strategy… … 

you ‘need’ to make time 
to create it, agree it and 

execute it…



TOOL #2



Planning…

• You know what your vision & growth plan looks like…
• Making time for growth is key

• …but, Planning = frustrating to most people

• Introducing…

R IS E / C



Revenue
Infrastructure and Systems

Equity 
Culture



Four sides to every business…

• In any business there are four key elements…

R/IS/E/C
• How are you spending your time?
• Slow down to speed up…



Purpose

Vision

Product

Positioning

Channels

Mktg / Sales

Build it

Deliver it

Service Clients

Admin

IT Accounting

HR
Legal

Compliance

Culture

Equity

Revenue

Infrastructure & Systems 
(Cost)

Revenue – Cost = ?

= SURPLUS

A Balanced Business

Systems



Take a few minutes…

Where are you 
spending your time?



Where are 
you spending 
your time?
• Time analysis

• Too much…
• Revenue?
• Infrastructure / Systems?
• Equity?
• Culture?

• Not enough?



What does it all 
mean for your 
business?
• If you only focus on 

Revenue and 

Infrastructure you’ll 
not reach your potential!

• If too much on Culture
where will your revenue 
come from?

• If all on Equity creation…
• We all need to make time…



TOOL #3



Understanding your Capacity – an 
alternative approach…

• (only) 6 Growth Strategies (contextually)
• 100s of Productivity Strategies





• Imagine the capacity of your business, or your day, as a 
Glass

• Imagine it with an amount of water in. 
• Picture it now. 
• You know how big the glass is and you know how much 

water you can put in it.





• What happens if you try to overfill it? 
• Simple, you get wet as it runs over the top! 
• If you fill your glass to the very top and try and hold it, it 

soon becomes uncomfortable without spilling it!

• So why do most people want to fill their business ‘glass’ to 
the top…?





• What’s best for ‘comfort’ & Success in your business? 

• The general answer -> about 80-90% full.





Now visualise this…

• Visualise the top of the glass as the maximum revenue your business can produce 
with its existing resources in a given period. If the water level in your glass 
represents your current revenue then how full is your ‘glass’ today?

• In business the size of the glass represents the maximum capacity your business 
has for generating revenue.

• What is YOUR maximum Capacity?

• If you know the current revenue of the business, how much more ‘water’ can you 
put in your ‘glass’ to reach your intended optimum run rate (and still manage it 
comfortably?)



It’s about feelings…

• Running a business is as much, if not more, about feelings as it 
is logic…

• So how do you want to be feeling in your business?
• What would the ideal be?

• Manageable?
• Comfortable?
• Stressed?
• Manic?
• Relaxed?

• What do you need to do to create that feeling?
YOU have a choice





There are only 6 ways to grow a glass…

• Increasing the capacity of the glass means getting a 
bigger one. So what’s the parallel in business?

• To grow the glass you need to get a new, bigger one! 
Bigger Glass equals more water potential.

• So, how do you increase the capacity of your business to 
generate more revenue?



6 Contextual Choices

• Re-aligning your market ‘Positioning’ and Pricing
• Active Customer Management
• (New) Product Development
• (New) Market Development
• More – more People, more machines etc
• Joint Ventures



Getting more revenue from your business 
without adding more resources to the mix? 

• It’s all about productivity. There are many ways of improving productivity 
and generating more revenue or making more use of your time such as:

• Developing:
• Your skills so you can manage your time better
• your team to do their jobs better
• the team to work more efficiently
• the quality of the systems and processes you use

• Ensuring everyone knows what their job is in order to reduce duplication
• Coaching your team to improve their capabilities and mindset about 

what is possible …



But.. For most people and businesses it’s 
not about getting a bigger glass …YET…



That’s like hiring a self store facility because 
your house is full (of rubbish you don’t need)

First, we need to get productivity UP…



For you personally…

• How full is your glass today?
• How many hours are you working?
• How efficient are you? … really?

• What’s your priority?
• More Time
• Less Stress
• More Money
• More Fun



What do you need to do to make more 
time for (your) growth?

• When did you last review your OPPP and OPSP?
• What are your ROCKS?
• Which priority are you neglecting?
• What do you love and loathe?
• How can you delegate more?



It all comes down to 
context…



Context sets your 
priorities…



Context sets your 
priorities… and creates 

clarity



Protect and Contextualise your time

• Working ON AND IN the business
• Balancing your time

• Contextual Diary Management – daily , weekly, monthly
• Cadence – create rhythm
• Context to all meetings / even (especially) video calls…
• Put Equity Time in your diary (regularly)…
• Understanding how full your glass is…



Three Key Tools

• Context vs Content

• Vision and Growth (How full is your glass?)

• Revenue, Infrastructure and Systems, Equity / Culture



Good Luck…



Find me 
here when 
you want 
more…

Phil Rose
Ignium Consulting

www.igniumconsult.com
phil@igniumconsult.com

+44 771 283 1775
www.linkedin.com/in/coachphilrose

mailto:phil@igniumconsult.com
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